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How do I get started?
You simply need to register as a Cashsense associate:
https://associate.cashsense.com.
Are there any costs involved?
No, there is no charge to register. Neither are there any minimums or quotas
required before you earn commission income with our programs. As soon as you
display linked banners, you can start earning right away.
How does Cashsense track remitters coming from my website?
An Affiliate ID is assigned when you register. Links from the banners that you
display on your website use a code to tag the customer to you in Cashsense’s
back office system. Every time a transaction takes place, details are
automatically recorded and credited to you.
How will I know how many customers and transactions are tagged to me?
Every time that a customer follows your link (or returns) and takes action, they
will be recorded and displayed in My Referrers.
Commissions will simultaneously be displayed in My Account/Transaction
History.

Cashsense does not display explicit details of the customer or the transaction as
this would conflict with its Privacy Policy.
How can I withdraw funds from My Account?
Funds may be transferred to your own Cashsense VISA ATM card or to your
registered bank account. Fees are:
Transfer PHP 2,500.00 or more to VISA ATM Card
Transfer less than PHP 2,500.00 to VISA ATM Card
Transfer PHP 5,000.00 or more to bank account
Transfer less than PHP 5,000.00 to bank account

PHP 00.00
PHP 45.00
PHP 00.00
PHP 135.00

When will I get my free Cashsense VISA ATM card?
At the end of the registration process you will be requested to select a Withdraw
Funds option i.e. by ATM card or bank transfer. Cashsense encourages
withdrawal by ATM as this process aids both Associate and Cashsense to benefit
from straight through processing.
When you are prompted, you will forward a pre-formatted email to Cashsense
which will result in your card being delivered. It will help if you attach an official ID
at this stage which is a requirement of BSP.
Free ATM cards are currently restricted to the first 100 Associates that register.
Further advice will be available on our website.
Why would I want to Credit My Account - Pesos?
Actually, for the most part, you may be unlikely to use this facility. You might, however,
wish to avail of the services under PhilPay which is an eWallet account primarily for
Philippine based users: Pay Bills, SSS shop online. Extra funding may be needed
therefore to utilize these facilities.
How can I change my withdrawal details?
If you wish to change withdrawal options, visit Edit My Details

